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Graha Mantri Parishad  
(India) 

Portfolio Ruling Planet 

King (Raju) Chandra 

Prime Minister ( Mantri) Chandra 

Senadhipati Shani 

Sasyadhipati (Crops for rainy season) Budha 

Meghesh (Clouds) Ravi 

Rasadhipati Shukra 

Dhanyadhipati  Mangal 

Argyadhipati (Fluids) Shani 

Dhanesha Mangal/Budha 

Nirasadhipati  (Mineral Kingdom) Budha  
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Varsha Pravesha Kundli (India) 
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Varsha Pravesha Kundli (India) 
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Jagat Lagna (India) 
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Jagat Lagna (India) 
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Jagat Lagna (Graha Positions) 
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Eclipses / Grahana During 2014-15 

� 2014 Apr 15:  Total Lunar Eclipse 
(Chitra Nakshatra, Tula Rasi) 

� 2014 Oct 08:  Total Lunar Eclipse 
(Revathi Nakshatra, Mina Rashi) 

� 2014 Oct 23:  Partial Solar Eclipse 
(Chaitra – Swati, Tula Rashi) 
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Predictions (India) 
�  The king is Moon, hence there will be plenty of 

rains and abundance of all kinds of Crops, 
Vegetation and Milk. People will be happy, 
prosperous and religiously inclined. The moon is 
afflicted and aspected by mars there will be 
more troubles. Sun and Moon both in the water 
sign aspected by mars indicates damages by 
flood, rain and fire.  
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Predictions (India) 

� When the Prime Minister is Moon it 
suggests good rainfall, luxuriant growth, 
health and general well being and 
prosperity, contentment to the people, 
but the lord Moon in the Jagat Lagna 
kundli is weak in the 6th house with Mars. 
Hence rainfall and growth, prosperity will 
be medium.  
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Predictions (India) 
�  The Senapati – Commander in Chief is 

Shani/Saturn. When the Saturn is senapati 
the government may miss to do the right 
thing. They may take unconventional 
approach or show procrastinations to some 
issues causing unrest in the general public. 

� Certain policies of government may cause 
grief to armed forces, cut in budget etc may 
effect defense projects. Important defense 
projects may feel shortage of funds. 
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Predictions (India) 
�  Sasyadhipati – Agra Dhanyesh (during 

rainy season or crops dependent on rain) 
– Lord of Paddy crops  is mercury. 
Mercury brings poor rain to farms, Scanty 
agricultural growth. This will make farmers 
anxious/worried about future of crops.  

� Mercury is debiliated (Jagat lagna) and in 
the 4th house in varsha kundli and 12th 
house hence using foreign help could help 
agricultural growth. 
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Predictions (India) 
� Meghesh – Lord of Clouds is Ravi.  There will 

be fear of good harvest in general. Crops 
dependent on rain will bring worries due to 
sporadic rain. Farmers are advised to grow 
wild crop like mushrooms and similar type/
category. This types of crops will grow more.  
Government policies towards farmers will 
be not friendly and hence cause more 
distance between people and government. 

�  Trading of animals will be profitable. 
Merchants/business men will benefit more. 
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Predictions (India) 

� Rasadhipati – Lord of Jaggary, Sugarcane, 
or plants that have more juices like fruits 
and vegetations. The lord of this is Shukra 
and is benefic planet. Shukra is in the 11th 
house of Jagat Lagna Kundli causes good 
growth of such crops. Farmers growing 
such crops will benefit. Farmers growing 
such crops can increase their revenue. 
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Predictions (India) 

� Dhanyesh – Lord of winter crops is Mars 
and hence abudance of red paddy and 
grams of all sorts. Mars favors cultivation 
of gravel soil. Mars as lord of grains gives 
sudden increase of dal,  jawar, ghee, 
jaggary,  rice and sugar. Southwest 
monsoon accompanied by lots of thunder. 
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Predictions (India) 
� Argyadhipati – Lord of fluids, flowers and 

fruits, seeds oil etc. The rulers of state and 
center relations will be tense also opposition 
for government to clear important 
legislations. Growing of black gram, sesame 
seeds will be beneficial. Crops that grows in 
black soil will grow more.  Wild plants like 
mushrooms or herbs will grow more. City 
populations will increase. There is a chance 
of water overflowing in dams causing 
trouble. 
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Predictions (India) 

� Nirasadhipati – Lord of Minerals and 
Metals is budha placed in the 12th house 
in jagat lagna kundli and weak, people will 
be more inclined to buy modern fashion 
clothes, and their prices will increase 
along with artificial jewelry, seashells, 
chandan, perfumes, silver and gold price 
will increase. Jewelry with modern design 
will be in heavy demand.   
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Predictions (India) 
�  Varsha Lagna lord mangal is positioned in the 

11th house and aspecting 2nd, 5th and 6th 
house. In Jagat Lagna Mangal is deposited in 
the 6th house (enemy house) aspecting 9th, 
12th and 1st house. Hence lots of new 
development plans will be announced with 
foreign collaboration. Jagat Lagna is on sandhi 
and hence new government change is 
imminent, new government  will bring lots of 
hopes for changes.  
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Predictions (India) 
� Country’s expenses will be increased 

towards new development plans. There 
could be a death of prominent leader in 
southern states. Opposition will oppose new 
development plans and question everything. 
Definitely change in government.  The Sun 
and Ketu in the lagna aspected by Saturn, 
Rahu and Mars not a good sign for people of 
the country. There will be war like situation 
with neighbouring countries. 
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Predictions (India) 
�  India may see vertical divide as Rahu & Saturn 

aspects lagna afflicting the Sun. 
�  Antinational forces will try to provoke communal 

riots. 
�  People in high authorities will be unhappy. 
�  Lots of corruption will unavil.   
�  There will be opposition from old people to the 

ruling party may be with in the government itself. 
�  There are chances to have earthquakes, and or 

epidemic in the country. 
�  Increased anarchy, communal tensions. 
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Predictions (India) 
�  The lord of the 2nd house in varsha kundli is 

in the 8th house and in mina rashi in 
navamansha.  As far as Jagat lagna kundli is 
concerned the 2nd lord is in the 11th house. 

�  The 2nd house in varsha kundli aspected by 
mangal and shani. 

�  This entire combination suggests 
government will work to increase 
government revenue but with improved 
planning for future leading to budget deficits. 
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Predictions (India) 

�  India’s economy will improve. Indian 
currency will become stronger but slowly.  
The development plans will be very big 
and with long term planning. Financial 
condition of nation will slowly improve. 
However expenditure will continue to 
rise. The new agreements with foreign 
countries will be signed. 
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Predictions (India) 
�  Presence of ketu in the varsha kundli and 

Mars and Moon in the 6th house of Jagat 
lagna kundli can have trouble with national 
food supplies getting rotten without reaching 
to needy people.  

�  Territorial attacks will increase and although 
government will work to increase revenue 
but budget deficit will continue to rise.  

�  There are chances of mass destructions due 
to attacks. 
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Predictions (India) 
�  Increase of sudden accidents in armed forces. 
�  There will be lots of movements on border and 

unprovoked aggression on India’s borders will 
continue and we’ll have difficulties dealing with 
foreign powers.  

�  Sex scandals will unveil. 
�  Natural disasters will occur. 
�  Government will invest in road, transport, 

railways, and modern communications. 
�  Major eclipses are occurring on 1-7 axis and not a 

good sign for country with respect to peace. 
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Income Expenditure Table 
Rasi Aadayam (Income)  Vyayam (Expenditure) Phalam 

Mesha 14 2 Victory 

Vrishabha 8 11 Happiness 

Mithuna 11 8 Happiness 

Karka 5 8 Diseases 

Simha 8 2 Gain 

Kanya 11 8 Happiness 

Tula 8 11 Happiness 

Vrischika 14 2 Victory 

Dhanush 2 11 Diseases 

Makara 5 5 Gain  

Kumbha 5 5 Gain 

Mina 2 11 Diseases 
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Respect/Disgrace Table 
Rasi Respect Disgrace 

Mesha 4 5 

Vrishabha 7 5 

Mithuna 3 1 

Karka 6 1 

Simha 2 4 

Kanya 5 4 

Tula 1 7 

Vrischika 4 7 

Dhanush 7 7 

Makara 3 3 

Kumbha 6 3 

Mina 2 6 
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Rashiphalam 
Predictions of 12 rashis 

By Pundit Parashar 
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Rashiphalam 
Mesha / Aries 

�  Hard work and patience will pay off right after June 19th 
when Jupiter moves into cancer or the fourth house. It 
should be a remarkable year by all means. It does not mean 
that things will be that easy in first six months but the 
Jupiter's aspect on ninth from third will help you overcome 
all obstacles and difficulties in daily life. You will be spending 
more time on phone or writing mails in first few months. 
Results will be instant and positive. Just do not disclose your 
plans and strategy to any one before it gets implemented 
unless you want to get jinxed. When Jupiter moves in Cancer 
all your long cherished desires will get fulfilled. You may move 
to a nice home or reconstruct your existing home. This next 
move or relocation will be very lucky and may be permanent. 
Life which had been challenging for past few years will 
suddenly come under full controls.  
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Rashiphalam 
Mesha / Aries 

�  Rahu and Ketu's moving into sixth and twelfth from July will 
be an additional bonus. You will become humble and perform 
many good deeds and make generous contribution to a 
religious place this year. Rahu will help overcome your 
opponents and some secret sufferings of the past. Spouse will 
be working hard and extend a helping hand and provide 
moral support and act on your ideas quickly. The year will 
start with more than one great financial opportunity which 
will lead path for all kind of prosperity after June 19th. 
Children will excel in their lives in 2014. You may have some 
health issues requiring minor surgery after November. Do 
not ignore elderly, pay due respect, seek their blessings 
because its the blessings of Jupiter or Guru will will turn 
your life around in 2014. 
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Rashiphalam 
Vrishabha / Tauras 

�  Saturn the lord of house of luck as well as house of 
career will stay exalted in sixth till November. Saturn 
will help those looking for a change in career and the 
opportunity that comes from direction west will be 
very lucky. If you are appearing for any highly 
competitive exam this year, success in first shot is 
certain. You will also recover or be cured from any 
past illness in 2014. Money will come in plenty but the 
expenses will not leave you alone. The only good part 
is that money will go on good reasons like children 
education or marriage. Once Jupiter moves into 
Cancer, you will have a sigh or relief as suddenly 
expenses will come down a lot, liability will kind of 
disappear and you will start to accumulate money in 
savings.  
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Rashiphalam 
Vrishabha / Tauras 

�  There is a strong possibility of one of your child 
moving out for a good reason, maybe getting married 
or going away for education purpose after July, 2014. 
All you will need is little patience as the results for 
your efforts will always come a day later. People 
prone to blood pressure problem should be careful 
and other wise also no harm in cutting down on salt 
this year in order to stay in shape. February and 
March are favorable for career and to appear for any 
exam. You may also buy another property for 
investment purpose this summer. Prompt actions will 
be the key to success. try taking some Iron 
supplement and emphasize on green vegetables in 
order to maintain good memory and lightening fast 
reflexes in 2014. 
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Rashiphalam 
Mithuna / Gemini 

�  Progress will be slow and steady in the beginning and 
the projects started in last six months will soon start 
to bear fruits. In spite of the things going in right 
direction, you will be slight nervous and shaky from 
within. Try eating an apple every day or green 
vegetables to make nervous system strong. You will 
continue to receive big support or guidance from an 
elderly and successful person. For bachelors it might 
be slightly difficult to choose among several options 
but will end up making the correct choice. Jupiter will 
bring a great opportunity to start a new venture in 
partnership with some like minded people before 
June 19th. Once Jupiter moves into Cancer,money will 
start pouring in.  
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Rashiphalam 
Mithuna / Gemini 

�  All your earlier investments will start yielding profit 
and by the end of year 2014, you will accumulate 
wealth in a big way. Just be very careful when re 
investing the extra cash on hands. People working will 
also either make a smooth switch or will be 
promoted with big raise and benefits before June 
19th. You have to be little careful with people with 
their name starting with letter N this year. Spouse will 
provide great support and motivate you when you 
become double minded. There is absolutely no hard in 
playing few lottery tickets in second half when Jupiter, 
factor for wealth will be aspected by exalted Saturn, 
the lord of house of luck. By all means it will be a 
better year money wise. 
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Rashiphalam 
Karka / Cancer 

�  This year will start on a slow note but after January 
20th, suddenly you will find your self full of energy 
and planning for the future in a big way. There will be 
some interesting change in career from February and 
onward and the progress will not stop there after. 
Transiting Saturn in fourth will keep you focused on 
resolving issues in family life as if its not going to be 
one thing, it will be another. This exalted Saturn on 
the other hand will ultimately prove to be very 
beneficial. Assets will grow and you may purchase 
another big property and even move in this summer. 
Once Jupiter moves on your sign on June 19th, Life 
will take a very positive turn and most of your desires 
will be fulfilled.  
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Rashiphalam 
Karka / Cancer 

�  Without any outside help you will take many wise 
decisions and implement them quickly. You will have 
the Midas touch for rest of the year. This time gains 
and benefits will be for long terms and you will invest 
money wisely. You may get a big consulting contract in 
July. Family life will be better and issues involving 
children will get resolved to your satisfaction. Jupiters 
transit will revamp you with wisdom and maturity. You 
will become more religious and perform many charity 
in second half of 2014 when Ketu moves into ninth 
house, the house of religion. The only negative thing 
this year is that the people you give advice will benefit 
immediately but the same formula will not work on 
self. You will need outside help from time to time. 
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Rashiphalam 
Simha / Leo 

�  Chance of addition of a new member in the family 
still good till June 19th. Life will continue to 
improve in 2014 and some of you may buy out 
your business partners or get out of partnership 
and start on your own. There is no harm in 
expanding but most probably you will stretch 
your limits, end up making big commitments and 
increase your liability. You will start to feel crunch 
and pressure right after July 2nd when Rahu 
moves in second, or the house of finances. Avoid 
stocks and other speculations also in second half. 
Some of you may also accept assignment away 
from home. You may leave at an earlier date and 
family may join you later after few months.  
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Rashiphalam 
Simha / Leo 

�  Some one tall and having dark skin will give 
headaches this year. If going for any 
competitive exam, the best time is before 
June. There might be slight delay in getting 
the judgment but ultimately victory is all 
yours in ongoing legal matters. Saturn will 
make you travel long distance and the places 
you never visited before for business as well 
as recreation purpose this year. Spouse has 
always been correct in the past so if you 
want to make things easy and be successful, 
listen to spouse and you will not regret. 
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Rashiphalam 
Kanya / Virgo 

�  Past experience and setbacks will help you make the right 
choices and stay away from troubles. Of course few mistakes 
made in the past could continue to drain you financially for 
first six months of 2014. But right after June you will bounce 
back and maybe even better than before and this time you 
will be standing on solid grounds. Jupiter's presence in house 
of career will keep you on the edge and ready to change 
given an opportunity. Working conditions will get tough 
forcing you to apply outside and closer to home. Efforts will 
show results in mid June and you will make a smooth change 
in career this year. Second half of 2014 is very promising in 
many way. Your assets will grow and you may buy another 
property this summer. Some of you may find very like minded 
and experienced people to launch a major project on hold 
for long time because of lack of finances.  
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Rashiphalam 
Kanya / Virgo 

�  Bachelors will not have to look around anymore as they will 
find their soul mate after June. First six months will be a 
learning experience as you will start to recognize foes among 
friends as few people close who made big promises in the 
past will completely disappear from scene. You will become 
strong and tough once Rahu moves on your sign in July. 
People prone to blood pressure should keep an eye and try 
to stay calm especially in first three months of 2014. If are 
involved in any kind of litigation,there are very good chance 
of a victory as well as financial gains after July. If looking for 
an addition in the family, it can happen after June 19th. You 
will come across an older person with gray hair in month of 
march and this person will give some useful tips, that will 
change your life completely. 
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Rashiphalam 
Tula / Libra 

�  It will be a very favorable year by all means. Most 
favorable planet Saturn will continue to occupy your 
sign and bring things under controls one by one. 
Secondly it's your tough attitude that will do rest of 
the magic. Construction on the land will be 
completed on time and you will move in quickly. For 
others buying a property for the first time becomes a 
reality in month of June. Try not to go for too old 
property this time. There is no harm in buying an old 
rental property. Once Jupiter moves in house of 
career in June, it's gonna cause major changes in 
career/ professional life. You will need to seek outside 
advice and enough moral support or will end up 
making the wrong or inferior choice.  
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Rashiphalam 
Tula / Libra 

�  Your negotiation talents will be tested and if you 
can play your cards right you could really hit a 
goldmine in career. Dream job with lots of perks 
is within grip only if you are ready to relocate to 
a distant place. You will become very ambitious 
when Rahu moves in twelfth house in July. You will 
be shooting for Moon, just stay on solid grounds 
as you do not wish to loose what you have in 
order to gain what is beyond reach, if not 
impossible. Money wise you will stay comfortable, 
always finding reasons to spend on things needed 
or not. Play safe, hold your temptations and avoid 
borrowing too much in order to expand and you 
will do fine this year. 
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Rashiphalam 
Vrischika / Scorpio 

�  Transit of Jupiter in ninth, house of luck from June 
19th and onward will be amazing. First six months 
it be a continuous battle and may require extra 
efforts to meet your commitments. Though the 
year will start with a positive note and enhanced 
spirits. All you need this year is , determination. 
You will need the attitude either now or never 
and the results will amaze every one in second 
half of 2014. Addition in the family will be 
accompanied by good luck and fortune. Jupiter's 
transit in ninth will bring you in company of a 
matured and religious person. Just being in touch 
with him will bring you wisdom and good luck. 
Rahu's presence in twelfth till July is tricky.  
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Rashiphalam 
Vrischika / Scorpio 

�  You will be tempted to take big risk in order to 
become rich over night and such results could 
create dent in your earlier savings. Now on 
positive side, after June you will come across 
many great financial opportunities to make money 
in fair way. This may be a great time to peruse 
your educational dreams on hold for past few 
years. All you earlier investments will start to reap 
rich rewards and by the year ends, you will see 
enormous wealth in your possessions. Because 
Saturn still transiting house of expenses and 
losses, watch out for legal troubles, be extra 
careful when dealing with government or filing 
taxes and drive more carefully this year. 
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Rashiphalam 
Dhanush / Sagittarius 

�  Little efforts and big rewards will be the theme 
this year. You will be happy and content the way 
things will shape up and opportunities will knock 
at your door. Right after January 15th, you should 
start to have the sense and positive feelings about 
the year ahead. Do not hesitate to accept the 
assignment overseas or to other end of country. 
There is a strong chance of an addition in the 
family in month of May for those looking for one. 
There is no slowing down this year as you will 
have one good idea after another and continue to 
find right team and resources to implement them. 
Finding the right partner and immediate marriage 
is also in the air for bachelors this year.  
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Rashiphalam 
Dhanush / Sagittarius 

�  Strong chances are that you will buy a property in 
July but may not live in it. You will be on the move 
in second half and may have to travel frequently 
for solely business purpose. February and March 
is auspicious to launch your plans. You will achieve 
great success in between April 15th and 
September 20th and will never look back. Don't 
be surprised when you receive more than 
anticipated from a litigation or an Insurance claim. 
You will become far sighted and keep putting 
money away without even close family member's 
knowledge. Respect elders and do not forget the 
people who helped in rainy days or the success 
will lead to big ego. 
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Rashiphalam 
Makara / Capricorn 

�  It will be a fruitful year by all means. An exalted 
Saturn in house of career will cause major 
improvements. Education you acquire by summer will 
immediately take you to a total different 
dimension.Chance of an addition in the family 
continue to stay strong till June 2014. Investments you 
make this year and especially in properties will turn 
profitable within this year. Money wise you will 
continue to grow and by the year end, you will have 
lots of money in savings. It will be a better year for 
people doing business overseas or are in the field of 
communication or sales. A narrow minded colleague 
will create some headaches and may even complain to 
superiors but will end up quitting the job himself in 
the month of April.  
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Rashiphalam 
Makara / Capricorn 

�  In the beginning of year you may have to deal with 
some health issues but proper care will help cure 
problem forever. Saturn can also help you get 
favorable outcome in a law suit. You will have to 
stay alert and keep your eyes and ears open in 
year 2014 as opportunities will come quick and if 
prompt actions are not taken, you will miss the 
boat. After June 19th, there might be some change 
in partnership setup, there may be friction among 
partners. Spouse may also have some health 
issues,just remember that western medications 
will not help at all, only orthodox remedies like 
yoga, change of diet, homeopathy and herbal 
medicine will help. 
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Rashiphalam 
Kumbha / Aquarius 

�  Transiting Jupiter in fifth will help you grow 
financially. Expenses will stay under controls and 
you may put a moratorium on new as well as 
unnecessary purchases by immediate family 
members. Issues involving a child will ultimately 
get resolved with the help of a matured and 
spiritual person. You will successfully implement 
your plans and keep marching towards financial 
freedom. Some of you may diversify or buying 
another franchise business around June. Value of 
stocks purchased last year will appreciate and you 
will not hesitate to dispose them off and put the 
money in savings in month of July.  
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Rashiphalam 
Kumbha / Aquarius 

�  Saturn on the other hand will continue to occupy 
house of luck. People doing business overseas will 
benefit a lot from such Saturn. There will be at 
least three trips overseas in connection with 
business. Nature will change and more than one 
time you will go out of your way and help needy 
siblings or friends. You will turn down few 
tempting offers because they clash with your 
ideology. You will make connection with a 
successful politician and get some major work 
done with his help. Do not under estimate your 
other half, pay attention, your partner is full of 
very bright ideas this year. Think there is no letter 
I in "team". 
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Rashiphalam 
Mina / Pisces 

�  Things will be little slow in the beginning but after 
June there will be some surprising developments in 
life. Professionally you will be on the top of this world 
in second half. Exalted Jupiter will bring confidence 
back and you will once again walk in social circle with 
your head high. People in business will be successful in 
recovering most of the money. Money you loaned to a 
friend will also come in full. You will be spending lots 
of money on your home and family member in first 
half but liability will suddenly disappear after June. 
Political connections made in past few years will 
come handy during 2014 and people with political 
aspiration will be appointed to some post this 
summer.  
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Rashiphalam 
Mina / Pisces 

�  Strong Jupiter will help you overcome all 
obstacles. Be humble and pay respect to elders 
and your life will flip around only for betterment 
and you will start to have the life and luxuries you 
always dreamed about. Saturn in eighth can give 
some health trouble requiring some kind of 
surgery. Do not be scared to go under the knife 
as problem will cured once for all. People looking 
for an addition will be blessed with one towards 
the end of 2014. If there will be problems, it will 
come from or because of a female this year. 
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Guru’s Transit 

� Guru will be in Gemini till June 19th 2014. 
After that he will move into Karka. 

� Guru’s Transit in Karka will be good for 
following rashis: 
◦ Mithun / Gemini 
◦ Kanya / Virgo 
◦ Vrischika / Scorpio 
◦ Makara / Capriccorn 
◦ Mina /Pisces 
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Sade Sati & Panoti 
Shani’s Transit 

�  Saturn will be in Tula till November 2, 2014.  
After that shani will be transiting in vrischika 
rashi. 

� Upto November 2nd 2014. Sade sati/ dhaiyya/
Panoti is as follows: 
◦  Sade Sati (7.5) years 
�  Karka 2.5 years Loha – Health, business, child trouble 
�  Kanya 7.5 years Suvarna feet – Health, family trouble. 
�  Tula 7.5 years Silver heart – Prosperous time 
�  Vrischika 7.5 years loha head -- Health, business, child 

trouble 
�  Mina 2.5 years loha -- Health, business, child trouble 
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Sade Sati & Panoti 
Shani’s Transit 

�  Shani will be in Vrischika after November 
2nd 2014. Sade sati/ dhaiyya/Panoti is as 
follows: 
◦ Dhaiya / Panoti 2.5 years 
�  Simha 2.5 years copper– Gains of all kinds 
�  Tula 7.5 years Silver feet – Gains of all kinds 
�  Vrischika 7.5 years loha heart -- Health, business, 

child trouble 
�  Dhanush 7.5 years head Gains of all Kinds 
�  Mesha 2.5 years Gold -- Health, business, child 

trouble 
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Rahu’s Transit 

� Rahu enters kanya rashi from July 12th 
2014.   

� Good for Mesha, Karka, Vrischika,  
� Bad for Vrishabha, Mithuna, Simha, Kanya, 

Tula, Dhanush, Makara, Kumbha, Mina 
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